Prayer: Putting Christ at the Center - Free e-Resource

This beautiful, scripture-based resource can lead us to discover how prayer helps us find direction for our lives, and strength to do what God wills for us.

What Pope Francis Says About Peace - 30 Days of Reflections and Prayers

Pope Francis is an outspoken advocate for peace, and he is clear that all of us share that call to be peacemakers everywhere. These 30 days of reflections and prayers invite us to find ways to make peace our hallmark in our daily lives.
Preparing for Perfect Joy - Daily Reflections, Prayers and Actions

Item# 853224  $0.99  Author: Connie Clark  24 pages. 5.5” x 8.5”

Help and support for parents as they shepherd their children to the manger in Bethlehem—and the perfect joy of life in Christ.

Crossword Christian - Keys to the Puzzle of Discipleship

Item# 884698  $13.95  Author: Jim Dunn  80 pages, 5.25” x 8.25”

Jim Dunn makes the connection between mastering a crossword puzzle and deepening faith, for, both require us to be alert and ever vigilant to sort out clues; provoke deeper reflection; train us to remember our own story; discipline us; frustrate us often; and yet, provide us with a sense of joy when we persevere. Join Jim with his warm and humorous style in learning how to unwrap the keys to deepening our call to discipleship.
A Glorious Light is Coming - Daily Reflections, Practices and Prayers

Item# 852869  Author: Janet Schaeffler, OP  24 pages. 5.5” x 8.5”

When things seem darkest, Sr. Janet reminds us to look for the sparks of God’s protective light all around us—in the people and happenings of our everyday lives.

Praying on Empty - A Guide to Rediscovering your Prayerful Self

Item# 852654  Author: Mary Kathleen Glavich, SND  112 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”

Our price: $11.65

You used to like to pray and all of a sudden your prayer dried up! You lost the sense of God’s presence, could hardly wait until prayer was finished, and maybe stopped praying entirely. Dryness in prayer might actually be a grace in disguise. Popular author Kathleen Glavich you will help you explore possible reasons for experiencing aridity in prayer and acquire ways to cope with it. Includes questions for reflection.
What Pope Francis Says about Eucharist - 30 Days of Reflection and Prayers

Item# 852104  Retail price: $2.95

Finding Inner Peace - Easing Stress and Anxiety through Prayer

Item# 853163  Our price: $11.65  Author: Deacon Eddie Ensley, PhD  112 pages, 5.5" x 8.5"

In this calming book, Deacon Eddie Ensley shows how to tap into what St. Paul describes as "the peace that passes all understanding." Through guided meditations based on Scripture, and beautifully told personal experiences that recount his own path to peace following a tumultuous youth, Deacon Eddie invites us to discover how Christ truly anchors us in his peace. With compassion and understanding, he shows us how prayer can help us make peace with fear, anxiety, anger, suffering, and even death. Ultimately, we move from being peace seekers to peacemakers as we share Christ’s mercy, love, and compassion with all.
Getting Past Perfect
  Kate Wicker   $14.95

Blessed, Beautiful, and Bodacious
  Pat Gohn     $15.95
Imitating Mary

Ten Marian Virtues for the Modern Mom

Author: Marge Fenelon
Foreword by: Lisa M. Hendey
Price: $15.95

Pages: 192
Imprint: Ave Maria Press

ISBN: 978-1-59471-364-4
Praying Our Lives
A Woman's Treasury of Catholic Prayer

Edited by: Eleanor Bernstein, C.S.J.

ISBN: 978-1-59471-270-8
Price: $17.95  Pages: 288
Bless My Child

A Catholic Mother's Prayer Book
ISBN: 978-1-59471-014-8

Author: Julie Cragon  Price: $12.95  Pages: 160
Your Truest Self

Embracing the Woman You Are Meant to Be

ISBN: 978-1-933495-12-5

Author: Janice Lynne Lundy    Price: $18.95    Pages: 288    Imprint: Sorin Books
Walking Together

ISBN: 978-1-59471-209-8

Discovering the Catholic Tradition of Spiritual Friendship

Author: Mary DeTurris Poust   Price: $13.95   Imprint: Ave Maria Press
The Unsheltered Heart


Author: Ronald Patrick Raab, C.S.C.  Price: $5.95  Pages: 96

Imprint: Ave Maria Press